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Q: What is Verisurf Universal CMM?
A: Verisurf Universal CMM is a seamless, software only solution that allows Verisurf to work with most
common CMM brands and models directly without the need for expensive controller or probing
system hardware upgrades.
Q: Why would I consider changing the CMM software I’m using now?
A: Verisurf is a common platform that supports the most common inspection equipment including:
motorized CMMs, portable CMM arms and laser trackers, scanners and more. You no longer need
to worry about maintaining multiple skill sets or paying maintenance on different software systems
from different suppliers. With Verisurf and Universal CMM, you’ll enjoy the benefits of the latest
improvements in Verisurf’s leading edge software for all of your inspection, tool building, and
reverse engineering needs.
Q: What are the specific benefits of Verisurf Universal CMM?
A: You’ll get to run Verisurf on your CMM at a fraction of the cost of a controller hardware upgrade.
Because it is a software-only solution, Verisurf Universal CMM eliminates the need and expense
associated with traditionally-required controller hardware retrofits. Since controller hardware does
not need to be upgraded, you can continue to run your existing inspection plans if needed while
enjoying the expansive capabilities of the latest Verisurf system.
Q: What CMM brands are supported by Verisurf Universal CMM?
A: Verisurf Universal CMM supports a broad range of CMMs commonly used in manufacturing –
including systems from: Hexagon, Brown and Sharpe, DEA, Leitz, Mitutoyo, Wenzel, Pantec, Nikon,
and LK. For a complete list of compatible CMM brands and models, see
www.verisurf.com/hardware/compatibility.
Q: Are there any prerequisites for running Verisurf Universal CMM on my current hardware system?
A: Yes, the CMM and an attached Windows PC must be operable. Hardware configuration
recommendations for PCs running Verisurf software are listed online at: www.verisurf.com/systemrequirements.
Q: How do I know what brand and model CMM controller I have?
A: There is a tag located on the CMM controller that includes the brand, model, serial number and
other useful information about your system.
Q: Does Verisurf provide training on the use of Universal CMM?
A: Yes, all Universal CMM sales require training. Training is typically a 4-day, onsite course that
covers Verisurf and the Universal CMM solution. System configuration may also be performed
onsite at the same time required Verisurf training is delivered.
Q: Where can I get more information or request an evaluation version to try on my CMM?
A: Just email us at sales@verisurf.com or call (888)713-7201. If requesting a Verisurf Universal CMM
evaluation by email, include complete contact information (including phone number), and we will
follow up with you promptly. You can also learn more about the Verisurf Universal CMM product on
the Verisurf website at www.verisurf.com.
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